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Abstract 
The work of Thorn, Milnor, Hirsch and Mazur has reduced the 
:problems of smoothing theory to homotopy theory and study of the 
fibration of classifying spaces PL/0 ... BO ... BPL. 
In this :paper~ we give a detailed description of PL/0 in 
low dimensions, The idea. is that in a OW-approximation of a 
space X~ the attaching maps (at lea.st in the stable ra.nge) 
should be determined by the algebra.ic structure of rr*(X) -
ff: -module structure, Toda brackets etc. 
In the case of PL/0 ~ this algebra.ic structure is studied 
using 11 functorial 11 short exact sequences involving 
especially the sequence of Kervaire and Milnor, 
1'T (PL/0) -
!l 
Thus we obtain a CW-a:p:proxima.tion of PL/0 in dimensions 
< 10 ~ and a. Postnikov resolution in the same range. 
Also is included a survey of the important developments 
in smoothing theory, and some general calculations of r(M) 
(which are actually valid for any homotopy functor r) • 
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Ch. 1. Survey of smoothing theory. 
1.1. Introduction and notation. 
All manifolds will be Hausdorff and second countable, hence 
metrizable. Differentiable manifolds are ~ 00-differentiable. 
A PL-manifold is a manifold where all coordinate trans-
formations are PL-isomorphisms. PL-manifolds may be triangulated 
as simplicial complexes K, where link(v,K) is PL-isomorphic 
to the standard PL-sphere or disc, for all vertices v in K. 
This may alternatively be taken as the definition of a PL-mani-
fold (Hudson [13]). 
To compare differ.entiable and PL-manifolds, we need the 
following definition: 
A piecewise differentiable (PD-)homeomorphism f from a 
simplicial complex K onto a differentiable manifold M, is a 
homeomorphism such that fla is differentiable of maximal rank 
(= dim a) for all simplexes a of a triangulation of K. Then 
K is a PL-manifold, and we call f a differentiable triangula-
tion. 
Let K be a PL-manifold with PL-atals [(Vi,wi)JiEI" 
A differentiable structure on K with atlas f(Uj'~j)}jEJ is 
said to be compatible with the PL-structure if each 
cp ·W :-1 : 1!1. (U. n V.) ... ~ J. (UJ. n V; ) is a PD-homeomorphism. J ~ ~ J ~ .J.. 
Then it is not difficult to see that we can identify a 
compatible differentiable structure on K with a pair (M,f), 
where f : K - M is a differentiable triangulation of M. 
In the following, a compatible differentiable structure will be 
called a smoothing. 
Two smoothings (M,f) and (N,g) on K are equivalent 
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if g a f~1 is a diffeomorphism, and we let tf(K) be the set 
of equivalence-classes. (This means that we identify structures 
with the same maximal atlas). 
Now let 
JP~= PL-isomorphism classes of PL-manifolds 
~~= diffeomorphism classes of differentiable manifolds. 
(both without boundary), 
From 'Vhitehead's triangulation theorems [37] we get a 
well-defined function :J: r;J4f ... [p ;i_t, such that K E ~r'[MJ if 
and only if there exists a differentiable triangulation f : K ... Mo 
The study of the function ~ has been one of the main 
problems in the topology of manifolds- starting with Milnor's 
famous paper [21] where he constructed several non-diffeomorphic 
smoothings on s7 , with the standard triangulation. 
The next important step was taken by Thorn, who showed the 
existence of PL 8-manifolds without any compatible differenti-
able structure ([34], see also [29]). Kervaire even constructed 
a PL 10-manifold without any differentiable manifold in its 
homotopy type [17]. 
So we divide the study of ~ in two parts: 
1) Existence: If K is a PL-manifold, is CKJ E in ~? 
2) Classification: If [K] E in :), what is g-' - 1 ( [K]) ? 
~-1 ([K]) =the set of diffeomorphism classes of smoothing 
on K 
where 
phic. 
= .f ( K ) I"" ' 
(M,f) "" (N,g) if and only if M and N are diffeomor-
We will use the notation ~)(K) = J-1 ( [K]). 
This classification problem is in general very difficult, 
and we therefore will introduce a new set9 r(K), which in some 
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sense is an approximation to ~(K). 
Two smoothings (M1,f1 ) and (M2 ,f2 ) are called concordant 
if there is a smoothing (W,F) on K x I and diffeomorphisms 
gi . M .... "QW. = F(K x(i-1)), i = 1 , 2, such that the diagram . 1 1 
M1 
g1 
---> -aw1 cW"::) ~ w2 
g2 
<.:--- M2 
A A A 
f 1 I lF lf2 
K x: 0 c K x I "::) K X 1 
commutes. 
It is easy to see that this is an equivalence relation, 
and we let the set of equivalence classes be r(K). 
Another relation is the following: Two smoothings (M1 ,f1 ) 
and (M2 ,f2 ) of K are called. isotopic if there exists a PD 
isotopy h K x I ... M1 x I (a PD homeomorphism (triangulation) 
preserving the second coordinate) such that h 0 = f 1 and (M2,f2) 
is equivalent to (N1 ,h1 ) (f2 o h 1- 1 is a diffeomorphism). This 
is also an equivalence relation (see [101), and the set of 
equivalence classes we call I(K). 
It is clear that isotopy is a stronger relation than both 
concordance and diffeomorphism, so we have the diagram 
i/(K) -> 
:;, r(K) 
I(K)<" . 
--,.y)(K) 
where all maps are surjective. 
The relation between concordance and isotopy is given in 
the following theorem of Hirsch [101. 
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Theorem. Let (W,F) be a smoothing of K x I, inducing a smooth-
ing (M,f) on K x 0. Then the smoothings (W,F) and (M x I, 
f x id) of K x I are isotopic by an isotopy leaving K x 0 
fixed. 
(Weaker versions may be found in [26] and [27]). 
Corollary. The natural map I(K) ~ r(K) is a bijection. 
Hence we get a surjective map r(K) ~ ~(K). 
From now on we will concentrate on the set r(K), and there-
fore the "classification problem" in the following will mean: 
Given K E in :J--, calculate f(K). 
1.2. Obstruction theories and homotopy classification of 
smoothings. 
Thorn was the first to look at these problems as obstruction 
problems (see [35]). Then Munkres constructed obstruction theorioo 
of this type ([24] and [25]), but his methods were complicated 
and the results somewhat unsatisfactory, since he was not able 
to prove that the differentiable structures he obtained were 
compatible (He has proved this later). 
The most elegant and satisfactory of these "geometric" 
obstruction theories was outlined by Hirsch in [9]. His theories 
depend on the following "Product theorem", proved by Hirsch [8] 
and Cairns [6]. 
Theorem. The natural map f(K) _. r(K xRn), (product with the 
standard structure on Rn) is a bijection. 
The obstruction theories all take values in cohomology 
with coefficients 
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r. = oriented diffeomorphism classes of smoothings of si l 
(Hirsch) 
~ diffeomorphisms of si-1 , modulo those extendable to the 
whole disc Bi. 
From the obstruction theories (or by a direct argument -
see [18])it also follows that ri ~ r(si). 
The first step towards a homotopy theoretic formulation of 
the obstruction theories was taken by Milnor [22]. He introduced 
the concept of microbundles, and defined the tangent microbundle 
of a manifold (Diff., PL, or top.). (Since that, several people 
have shown (see [14]) that microbundles contain bundles in an 
essentially unique way, so we will only use the word "bundle"). 
Let kPL(K) = stable equivalence classes of PL-bundles 
over K and k0 (K) = stable vectorbundles over K. 
Then we may use Brown's representation theorem and construct 
classifying spaces BPL and BO for kPL and k0 [30]. We 
may also construct a natural transformation k0 ~ kPL' and hence 
a continuous map p : BO ~ BPL (homotopy -unique on skeletons). 
Milnor proved the following 
Theorem. Let K be a PL-manifold with stable tangent bundle 
classified by f : K ~ BPL. Then K has a smoothing if and only 
if f lifts in homotopy through p. That is - there exists 
f : K - BO such that p o f ~ f : M • BPL. 
This theorem gives an obstruction theory with coefficients 
rri (BJ?L,BO), ,_ and Hirsch established the connection between the 
two types of obstruction theories - showing that TT. (BPL,BO ~~r. 1 l . l-
[9]. 
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Now we replace p : BO ~ BPL with a fibration, and call 
the fibre PL/0 (the fibre has a well defined homotopy type). 
Since kp1 (X) and k0 (X) are groups with the addition defined 
by Whitney-sum of bundles, BPL and BO are H-spaces, and 
since k0 (X) ~ kp1 (X) is a group homomorphism, we may suppose 
that p : BO ~ BPL respects the H-space structures. BO and 
BPL are homotopy commutative and homotopy associative, and PL/0 
inherits an H-space structure with the same properties. 
Obviously, ni(BPL,BO) ~ ~i_1 (PL/O), and therefore we may 
reformulate Hirsch's result as ri ~ ni(PL/0). A generalization 
of this result is the following beautiful classification theorem, 
due to Hirsch and Mazur ([11], see also C18]). 
Theorem. Suppose K has a smoothing. Then there is a bijection 
r(K) ~ [K,PL/0], such that the given smoothing corre-
sponds to the constant map K ~ PL/0. 
If f : K ~ BPL is a continuous map, we let 
' /:£ (f)= (fibre homotopy classes of liftings of f through 
p : BO ~ BPL]. 
The fibration PL/0 ~ BO ~BPL is "principal" in the sense 
of homotopy theory, and therefore dt(f) ~ [K,PL/0], provided we 
know that ~(f) I ¢. 
Now let f : K ~ BPL be a classifying map for the stable 
tangent bundle of K. Milnor's existence theorem says that r(K) 
is non empty if and only if ,f;( f) is nonempty, and therefore we 
can formulate both the existence and classification theorem in 
the following elegant way: 
Theorem. Let f : K ~ BPL be classifying for the stable tangent 
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bundle of K. Then there is a bijection 
r(K) R1 d(f). 
Immea.ia te corollaries of these results are 
1) Stably parallelizable PL manifolds are always smoothable. 
2) If r(K) I¢, it only depends on the homotopy type of K. 
Here the condition r(K) I¢ is necessary, because Hirsch 
and Milnor have constructed non-smoothable PL manifolds of the 
homotopy type of differentiable manifolds [12]. 
Given a smoothing of K, we see from the bijection 
r(K) R1 (K,PL/0] that r(K) has an abelian group structure, 
with the given smoothing as zero element. 
r(Sn) is also a group under the formation of connected 
sum, and if we take the given smoothing on Sn to be the standard 
smoothing, it can be shown that r(sn) R1 [Sn,PL/0] is an isomor-
phism of groups. 
The fundamental work on rn is the work of Kervaire and 
Milnor [15]. They study an other group - e = h-cobordism of n 
oriented homotopy spheres under connected sum, but it follows 
from the h-cobordism theorem that en~ rn for n Z 5. From 
their work we therefore get that rn is finite for rn ~ 5. 
Cerf has shown that r 4 = o [7], it follows from Smale's 
work [ 31 J that r3 = o, and it is well known that r. = o l for 
i < 3. Therefore rn is finite for all n. 
We should also mention the important work of Brumfiel, 
who has determined more exactly the algebraic structure of en, 
and hence also of rn 
table 
[4]. For n ~ 17, we have the following 
':'"' 9 -
n .::s 6 7 8 I 9 10 11 12 113 14 1 5 16 17 
! 3Z2 I 
! 
I I z2 zs12s+ 22 4Z2 r 0 z2s I z2 Zo z992l 0 I z3 z2 ·n I I ! ' ' . 
Finally, some comments on g{')(K). From (15] and the iso-
morphism e ~ r = f_oriented diffeomorphism classes of (oriented) n n 
differentiable structures on Sn}, it follows that if En is an 
element in rn, we get -~n just by changing the orientation. 
It is then easy to see that ~(Sn) ~ rn/(tn~ -En). We therefore 
may read off ~(Sn) as soon as we know the algebraic structure 
o·f r n. 
l!1 or example, we get from the table above that I FJJ ( S 7 ) I = 15 
and I g) ( s 8 ) I = 2. 
In general, rn ~ dU(Sn) if and only if all elements in 
rn are of order two. Otherwise lrnl > lct)(snl. 
Kervaire and ~1ilnor have shown [ 15] that all homotopy 
spheres are s~ably parallelizable, and therefore two homotopy 
spheres of the same dimension are (stabl0 tangentially homotopy 
equivalent. But then it follows from Mazur's stable isotopy 
theorem [20] and the fact that I g) ( Sn) I < cc, that 
I&DCsnxJR.m)l = 1 for m large. 
From this we get 
Corollary. There is no "classifying space" for c2J • This means, 
there is no topological space X, such that ;0(K) ~ [K,X] for 
all K with ~(K) 1- ¢. 
Proof. Suppose X existed. Then we would have 
~ n c n 
oU(K) ~ [K,X] ~ [KxR ,X]~ &)(KxJR) , which contradicts 
the result above. 
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Before leaving ~(K), we just mention that since r(K) is 
finite for K of the homotopy type of a finite complex (see 
chapter 2), the same is true for ~(K) -because of the surjection 
r(K) _. :1:J(K). 
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Ch. 2. Computation of r(M) in some special cases. 
For notational convenience we now will define r~)= [X,PL/0] 
for any CW-complex X. 
First we remark that r(M) = 0 for M contractible. Second-
ly, since PL/0 is 6-connected 
r(M) = 0 for dim M < 6. 
for . < 1- 6)' 
If M is a closed, connected 7-manifold, we may write 
7 M =KUfe where K is a complex of dimension < 6 and f : s6 _. K 
is a continuous map. The Puppe sequence 
then gives exact sequence of abelian groups 
r(K) = o since dim K < 6 
- ' 
hence r(M) is a quotient of 
r(s7 ) ~ r ~ 7 z28' and 1 r(M) 1 :: 2s. Later (Ch. 5) we shall see 
that f(M 7)~ 22s if M7 is orientable, and r(M 7 ) ~ z2 if 
is non-orientable. 
In general we cannot find an upper limit for lr(M)I, but 
at least we have 
M7 
Theorem. If M has the homotopy type of a finite complex, then 
r(M) is finite. 
Proof. ni(PL/0) is finite for all i. 
Now we shall study particular classes of manifolds, and it 
is natural to start with products of spheres. 
Theorem. (Mazur) 
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Proof. We use the Puppe sequence 
which gives exact sequence of abelian groups 
S t has a left homotopy inverse, defined by 
S(pr1)vS(pr2 ) 
s(sPx sq)-:> s(sPx sq)v s(sPx sq) > s(sP) v s(sq)::: s(sPv sq). 
Thus (St)* is surjective, and we get exact sequence (note that 
r(sPv sq) ~ r(sP) $ r(sq)) 
But t* has the following right inverse 
where the second map is induced by the multiplication on PL/0. 
~· 
Therefore t* is split surjective, and the theorem follows. 
Both t* and p in this proof have easy geometric inter-
pretations as maps between r( sP X Sq) and f p X f q. 
p defines the product structure on sPx Sq. 
Conversely, given a smoothing on sPx Sq, we get induced 
smoothings on product neighborhoods of sP c sP x Sq and 
Sq~ sP x Sq. The Cairns-Hirsch product theorem then gives 
elements in rp and rq. 
These constructions we may of course do for any pair of 
manifolds N1 and IvT2 , and we actually have 
Theorem 
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For example, this means that lr(M1x M2 )1 is divisible by 
I r(M1 ) I ·I r(rl[2) I · 
The last summand has no natural geometric interpretation in 
general, but in some cases it may be calculated. 
For example, sP /\( Sq_ X Sr) =:: sP+q v Sp+r v Sp+q+r 
(See proof of theorem above), and 
r(sP 1\ (sq_x sr)) ~ r IT\ r I.D r p+q_ '~' p+r ·:v p+q+r 
Using this, the following is easily proved by induction. 
P1 Pn 
Theorem. r(S x ..• xS ) ~ ~ r ~ ~ rp +p $ ••• @rp + +p. 1<i~n Pi 1~i<j~n i j 1 ••• n 
Corollary 
n n 
r( Tn) ~ "' ( ) r 
'-' m m 
m=7 
Next we study sphere bundles over spheres, that is, we want 
to calculate r(E), where E is the total space of an orthogonal 
sphere bundle sP i> E ~> Sq_ • 
Let g: sq_-1 -> O(p+1 )(g: sq_-1 -> SO(p+1) if q_ > 1) be a 
characteristic map for this bundle. Then the homotopy type of 
E (and hence 
Suppose now 
homotopy) to g 
r(E)) 
that 
sq_-1 
is only depending on [g] E TTq__ 1 ( 0( p+1)). 
TT has a section. Then g lifts (in 
-> 0 ( p). For m ~ p, the inclusion 
O(p) -> O(m) and the J-homomorphism define a homomorphism 
Define ,._ g 
induced by 
rrm(PL/0) -> TTm+q-1 (PL/O) 
Jm(g) : sm+q_-1 -> sm • 
to be the homomorphism 
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Theorem. Let sP -> E -> Sq be an orthogonal bundle admitting a 
cross-section, with characteristic map g : Sq-1 -> O(p) . 
Then we have short-exact sequence 
0 -> r /im r -> r(E) -> r ~(r n ker rg) -> o. p+q g q p 
(A slightly different version is found in [27]). 
Proof. We may write E in the following way: 
(vo E· 0eq is a base point). Since g(v) E SO(p) 
' 
there exists 
u E sP 
0 
such that g(v)u0 = uo for all v. Therefore we have 
(up to homotopy) 
E = sPx v U u X Sq lJ ePxeq where 
0 0 f ' 
(u0 ,v) if u E aeP 
f(u,v) = { 
( ( ) ) l.f v E ~eq gvu,v0 u 
with the natural identifications eq/0 eq = Sq and eP/aeP = sP 
compatible with the SO(p)-operation. 
Then we have the Puppe sequence 
which gives exact sequence of abelian groups 
..• -> r r (Sf)* r r(n) r r f*> r p+1 ED q+1 -> p+q -> .c., -> pEB q p+q-1 
and hence a short exact sequence 
0 -> f /im(Sf)* -> f(E) -> ker f* -> 0 • p+q 
It remains to identify the homomorphisms f* and (Sf)*. 
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If a : Sq -> E is a section in the bundle, the composite 
homomorphism r(E) -> rp ® rq ~> rq is equal to 
which is (split) surjective. 
we may identify f* with 
Therefore f*/r is q 
r nr f* r h q ® rp ~> rp --> p+q-1 ' w ere 
cr*: r(E) -> r, q 
zero, and 
f : sp+q-1 f> sP v Sq ~> sP ~ But f is then up to sign a 
representative for J(g) E np+q-1 (sP) , such that 
f* = ~ Tg: rP -> rp+q-1 • 
In the same manner we see that (Sf)*/rq+ 1 is zero, and 
Sf= Sf represents + SJ(g) E np+q(sP+ 1 ). From the commutative 
diagram 
IJ 
v 
it then follows that 
r p+ 1 -> r p+q 
Thus ker f7~ ::::: r ® ( r n ker Tg) q p and im(Sf)*::::: im Tg n rp+q' 
Remark, If the bundle is trivial, then obviously 
we get the exact sequence 
T = 0 , and 
P' 
0 
o -> r -> r( sP x sq) -> r ~ r -> o p+q p ~ q 
which is easily proved to split. 
In general it is clear that r q splits off as a direct 
summand in r(E), but I do not know if the entire sequence split~ 
In any case we get, since all groups are finite: 
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The easiest example of a bundle with rg I 0, is perhaps the 
non-trivial 8-sphere bundle over s 2 . In this case Im(g) = 
t ( th t bl H T ~) 1'n both TTg(S8 ) genera or = e s a e _ op_ map ., 
and it will follow from the calculations in chapter 4 that 
Tg = TJ*: r 8 -> r 9 is injective, and that coker [rg:rq-> r10 J~Z3' 
Since r 2 = O, we therefore get r(E) ~ z3 • 
Even if the bundle does not admit any cross-section, it is 
possible to establish a similar result, using the result that 
PL/0 is a loop-space. I will only sketch the proof. 
We look at the Puppe sequence 
where t is inclusion of a fibre. Up to homotopy we may identify 
E u t eP+1 with sP+q v sq, and h with a map which on sp+q is 
homotopic to the map inducing rg' and an Sq is the suspension 
of g: Sq-1 B> O(p+1) ~> sP, where ev(A) = A(u0 ) , u 0 E sP. 
We now get exact sequence 
..• -> 
(S-)*(f)T 
r g g> r $ r -> r(E) -> rP p+1 q p+q (*) 
If we vJri te PL/0 :::: OX, we may continue this sequence to the right: 
r(E) --> rP _P_> r q-1$ r p+q-1 
II II ?i. 
[E,PL/0] 
-> [sP,PL/0] [Sq-1 v Sp+q-1 ,PL/0] 
~?.. t _( &. 
* 
[SE~X] -> csP+ 1 ,x] .h._> [Sq v sP+q,XJ 
- 17 ..,. 
Thus we have 
Theorem. There is an exact sequence 
0 -> r /im(S-)* e r /im T -> r(E) -> Ker p -> 0 q g p+q g 
where p is a homomorphism p 
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Ch. 3. Exact sequences involving rn~ 
Two well-known exact sequences are deduced and given a 
"functorial" form, which will be useful for the calculations in 
the next chapter. 
First, look at the long exact homotopy sequence of the fibra-
tion PL/0 i> BO ~> BPL 
Theorem. (Hirsch-Mazur) With the identification 
rk = nk(PL/0) , the sequence 
is exact (for all n). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that p* 
is injective for all n. 
(i) n ;;; 0 mod 4. Then nn(BO) ~ Z , and 
finite, i* 
since r 
n is 
(ii) n E 3,5,6,7 mod 8. Then nn(BO) = 0 , and p* is 
trivially injective. 
(iii) 
The diagram 
p* 
nn(BO) -> 
(? 
nn-1(0) -> 
-------- -~ J ) 
~.~ 
T-Tn-1(F) 
~~ 
s 
nn-1 
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commutes, where F = lim Fm , Fm = homotopy equivalences of 
--> n 
Sm , BF = classifying space for (stable) sphere fibrations, and 
all homomorphisms are the natural ones. But Adams has shown [1] 
that J is injective in these dimensions, and therefore also p* 
is injective. 
We may suppose that the map q : BPL -> BF is a fibration, 
and we call the fibre F/PL. Then the composition qop : BO -> BF 
is also a fibration, and we call the fibre F/0. The following 
diagram is commutative 
PL/0 __ t __ > F/0 ~> F/PL 
BO = BO _]_> BPL 
BPL -> BF q = BF 
and it is easy to see that PI/0 t -> F/0 TT> F/PL also is a fibra-
tion. 
Now, look at the following diagram 
II ~ t 
•. ~ -> nn+ 1(BO) -> TTn+ 1 (BF) -> nn(F/0) -> . Q. 
c< (c u 
nn(O) __L> nn(F) -> nn(F)/im J f';:j TTS/im J n 
The upper row is exact by the theorem above (Hirsch-Mazur), and 
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the middle row is part of the long exact homotopy sequence of the 
fibration F/0 -> BO -> BF. From this diagram we see that 
so from the homotopy sequence of PL/0 -> F/0 -> F/PL, we get an 
exact sequence 
where 
t -!(-
-> s I . TTn 1m 
s;· : nn 1m 
n*(F/PL) has been calculated by Sullivan [34]: 
Therefore t* must be surjective for n ~ 2 mod 4 
is finite, n > 0). 
(since 
For n = 4k + 2 we may identify the homomorphism 
n~ _a_> nn(F/PL) 
<:c ((_ 
fr on --> z2 
with the Kervaire invariant, which is zero for n I 2m-2 [2]. 
Hence t* is surjective for n I 2m-2. 
Inspecting the cobordism interpretation of nn+ 1(F/PL) [34] 
and the connecting homomorphism 5 : nn+1(F/PL) -> nn(PL/0) , 
we may show that im 6 = ker t* = ker \* = bPn+ 1 in Kervaire-
Milnor [15] (n ~ 5), and therefore we have 
Theorem. (Kervaire-Milnor [15]). There is an exact sequence 
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for n > 5. Moreover, the right-hand.homomorphism is surjective 
if n I 2m-2. 
Since bPn+ 1 is the image of nn+ 1(F/PL), it is cyclic 
zero if n even, and at most of order 2 if n = 1 mod 4. 
Remark. It follows from recent work of May, Madsen and Hilgram 
[ 19] that coker(r n ~ n~/im J) FI::J z2 for n = 2m-2. Together with 
the solution of the Adams conjecture and Brumfiel's splitting 
theorems, this completely determines rn. 
The reason why we introduce Kervaire-Milnor's exact sequence 
this way, is that it now clearly possesses the following "functori-
al" property: 
Let cp sn+k ~ sn be a continuous map. cp induces homomor-
nn(PL/0) ~ nn+k(PL/0) and cp* : n~/im J ~ rrn!k/im J, phisms cp* 
hence also 
commutes: 
0 --> bPn+ 1 -> 
Then the following diagram 
r s;· J n --> nn liD 
I rr.* 
'1/'T' 
o -> bP r s ;· J n+k+1--> n+k-> nn+k liD 
This property will be of fundamental importance for the 
calculations in chapter 4. 
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Ch. 4. Calculations in H*(PL/0). 
The idea is to use the exact sequences in Ch. 3 to obtain 
information on the global homotopy structure of PL/0 (i.e. 
n*-module ~ucture, Toda brackets etc. in n*PL/0). This is 
used to construct a OW-approximation of PL/0. 
In this chapter, theorems and tables in Toda: "Composition 
methods in Homotopy groups of Spheres" (referred to as TODA) will 
play an important role. 
4.1. Localization of H-S£aces. 
If G is an abelian group and p a prime, we let 
= G localized at p. 
Let X be a homotopy commutative H-space. Then the functor 
[-,X] takes values in the category of abelian groups, and we can 
construct the functor [-,X](p)• Since localization preserves 
exactness, it is easy to see that [-,X](p) satisfies the con-
ditions of Brown's representation theorem [3]. Hence we get a 
new homotopy commutative H-space X(p) such that [-,X](p)~ [-,X(p)] 
on the category of OW-complexes, and if X is a CW-complex -
a mapping X~ X(p)' representing the localization 
Xr ) is well defined up to homotopy, and we call it "X localized \p 
at p". 
Suppose now that ni(X) is finite for all i. Then 
n.(X) ~ n.(X( )) is the projection onto the p-primary component 1 1 p 
of ni(X). 
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Now we may localize at all primes p, and form the product 
and the map 
~ : X -> B X( p) • 
Then (} * : TT * ( X ) -> TT * ( g X ( p )) R~ g ( TT * ( X ) ( p ) ) 
is an isomorphism, and therefore q is a weak homotopy equi-
valence. 
Let Fcp be the class of finite groups of order prime to p. 
Since TT*(X) ~ n*(X(p)) is an isomorphism mod Fcp' H*(X) ~H*(X(p)) 
will also be an isomorphism mod Fcp· But since H*(X) Rl H*(X)(p) 
mod Fcp' we get H*(X(p)) Rl H*(X)(p) mod Fcp· 
Next, let FP be the class of p-primary finite groups. 
Then TT*(X(p)) = 0 mod FP' and so H*(X(p)) = 0 mod Fp. On the 
IV 
other hand, H*(X)(p) = 0 mod Fp since Hi(X) is finite for all 
i > o. 
From all this we get 
and hence, since H*(X) = ~ H*(X)(p) 
H*(X) Rl ~ H*(X(p)). 
Therefore: to calculate H*(X) - and hence * H (X) - it suffices 
to calculate H*(X(p)) for all primes p. Furthermore, it 
* * follows easily that H (X( ) : Z ) ~ H (X: Z ) is an isomorphism p, p p 
of modules over the Steenrod algebra. 
To show that n*(x) Rl ~ H*(x(p)) multiplicatively; let 
px = qy = 0, with (p,q) = 1, and x,y E :H*(x). Then we can find 
r and s such that rp + sq = 1, and therefore 
xU y = (rp+sq)xU y = r(px) U y + sx U (qy) = 0. 
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All this now applies to PL/0, since niPL/0 is finite for 
all i. To study niPL/O(p) ~ ri(p)' we use the localized ver-
sions of the sequences in ch. 3, which exist since localization 
preserves exactness. 
4.2. H*(PL/O(p)) for E odd. 
We will only study PL/0 in the stable range, and there we 
have the following table of n. (PL/0) 0 0 l 
i ..:: 6 7 I 8 I 9 10 11 12 I 13 
n. (PL/0) 
l 0 z4 EB z7 I z2 1 3Z I 2 Z2$ z3 z32$Z31 0 I z3 
From this we see that in this range (* < 13) we have 
The only odd prime left is 3, and H*(PL/0( 3 )) has been calcula-
ted by Williamson [38]. Since his method illustrates - and actu-
ally gave the idea to - the technique used in our calculations, 
we include it here. 
In this range we have the Postnikov system 
K(z3 ,13) --> PL/0( 3 ) 
~ 
K(z3 ,1o) k K(z 3 ,14) --> , 
and we must determine k E 14 H (K(z 3 ,10),z3 ). This group is isomer..,. 
phic to 33, generated by 
I 
and since p' and -~ give equivalent p3' 3 
fibrations, it is sufficient to decide whether k = 0 or k I 0. 
Now we have n10 (so( 3 )) ~ n13 (so( 3 )) ~ 0 , so Im J( 3 ) = 0 
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in these dimensions. Furthermore, bP11 ( 3 ) ~ bP14 ( 3 ) ~ 0 [15], 
and we have functorial isomorphisms (ch. 3) 
Let now 
rr10 (PL/0( 3 )) 
rr 13 (PL/0( 3 )) 
be the generator. 
a 1 induces the diagram 
TT 10 ( PJ_J/0 ( 3)) 
a1*~ 
rr13 (PL/0( 3 )) 
which commutes by ch. 3. 
and 
But a 1* rr 1 ~( 3 ) ~ rr 1 ~( 3 ) is an isomorphism [TODA], and 
hence a 1 * rr10 (PL/0( 3 )) ... rr13 (PL/0( 3 )) is also an isomorphism. 
Therefore PL/0( 3 ) cannot have the homotopy type of 
K(Z3 ,10) x K(z3 ,13) in dimensions~ 13, and so k I 0. 
4.3. On the method. Technical lemmas. 
Let be a map and suppose n.(Y) ... n.(X) 1 l is 
an isomorphism for i < n an surjective for i = n. If for 
i E I, hi : Sn ... Y represent elements in Ker[f*:rrn(Y) ... rrn(X)], 
we may form the Puppe sequence 
n. h 
vs 1 -->Y-->c 
i h ' 
and factor f through Ch (since f o h-Z 0). Call the factor 
"' f : Ch ... X. Then 
and "" 
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F:;j 
-> for i < n 
f* ~ nn(Ch) -> nn(X) is surjective, 
and a"·better approximation" than f*. If nn (Y) is finitely 
generated, we may continue to make f* : nn(Ch) ~ nn(X) an 
isomorphism. 
So, if X is (n-1)-connected and each ni(X) finitely 
generated, we start with Y a wedge of n-spheres and the com-
ponents of f representing a set of generators in nn(X). The 
construction above gives us a map f : Ch ~ X inducing isomor-
phism 
"' f*: n.(Ch)->n.(X) 1 1 i < n+1 
Then we add a set of generators of nn+ 1 (X)/f*nn+ 1 (ch) to obtain 
a new map f 1 : Y1 - X which induces isomorphisms on ni' i ~ n 
and a surjection on nn+ 1 
Proceeding this way, we may (at least theoretically) con-
struct a CW-approximation to X. 
The problem is, on each stage to calculate ni(Ch), i c n , 
and the induced map f*: n*(Ch) - n*(X). 
Now we introduce some notation: 
If h ·• sn ~ y . . ll . t y u n+ 1 ~ 1s a map, we w1 wr1 e he for ch, and 
use the following notation for the Puppe sequence~ 
If Y = Sn and h is of degree m, we will write 
Y Uhen+1 = sn; m. 
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TQ calculate the homotopy of Y Jhen+1 , we shall use the follow-
ing lemma: 
Lemma A. Suppose Y is k-connected, and n > k ~ 2. Then 
we have the exact sequences 
for i ~ k+n-1 , and 
h* t * 1 q* n+1 ( Sh)* (ii) •• -> TTi(S~-> TTi(Y) -> TTi(YUhen+) -> rri(S ) >ni(SY)., 
for i < 2k+1 
Remark: This lemma is far from the best possible, but it gives 
an easy formulation of all we need in the following. 
Proof. (i) follows from the long, exact homotopy sequence of 
th . (Y,Sn) e pa1r and the homotopy excision theorem. 
(ii) follows from (i) and the suspension theorem and the 
commutativity of the following diagram: 
~ q* 
___§__> ,. ( sn+1) 
1 
"' 
The extension Y Uhen+1 !> X may be done in different ways, 
and hence we may vary the induced. map f*: n*(YUhen+1 ) ~ n*(X). 
The possible variations are determined. by Lemma B and lemma C 
below. 
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Lemma B. Suppose X is an H-space. Then nn+1(X) operates on 
[YUh en+1 ,X], and the operation has the following properties: 
(i) If a,~ E [Yuhen+ 1 ,xJ, then 
t* a = t* (3 E [Y ,X] if and only if there exists 
x E nn+ 1 (X) such that a= x(3. 
(ii) For the induced maps in homotopy we have 
(x(3)*u = (3*U + (xoq)*u E n*(X) 
(for all u E n*(Ylh en+ 1)). 
Proof: From the Puppe sequence 
we get, since X is an H-space, an exact sequence of groups 
n * n+ 1 ] 1. * ] ( ) nn+ 1 (x)~> [Y ~ e ,X -> [Y ,X -> nn X . 
Let x E: nn+ 1 
x a = ( q *x ) • a 
exactness. 
n+1 ] and a E [YUh e ,X . Then we define 
n+1 E [YUh e ,X]. Then property (i) follows from 
To prove property (ii) we look at the map 
Both these sets are actually groups, and since the group structures 
mny be defined using the H-space structure on X, the map is a 
homomorphism. But then we have, 
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So Lemma B gives us the indeterminacy of 
Im[f*: n*(YUh en+1 ) -> n*(X)], but it does not help us very much 
in the actual calculation of the induced map. 
To this end we need Lemma C. 
Suppose y is k-connected, n > k and j < 2k+1. In the 
following diagram: 
( n+1) q* n. ( sn+1) (Sh)* nj(SY) njYUhe -> > J 
ts 
-----> TTj_1 (Y) 
the top row is exact (Lemma A), and the vertical homomorphisms 
are isomorphisms (the suspension theorem). 
( n+ 1) ] ] Let [a] E TTj YUh e • Then [qoa] = q*[a: = S[a1 
where [a1] E nj_1(sn) and h*[a 1] = 0; that is, hoa: 1 ~ 0. 
If now [h) E Ker[f*: nn(Y) ..... nn(X)], we can form the Toda 
bracket 
Lemma C. 
Proof. [TODA], prop 1,7. 
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4.4. Generators in n*(PL/0( 2)),* ~ 10. 
In this range we have split exact sequences 
and we know that bP8 ( 2 ) ~ z4 , bP10 ( 2 ) ~ Z2 and 
bP9(2) ~ bP10(2) ~ 0 [ 1 5 J. 
Let now be the generator (the stable Hopf map). 
To study the localized J-homomorphism, we look at the following 
diagram, which commutes 
0 
genera-
1 tors 
~ z2 E£) z 2, v, e: I with 
rnot~tion 
I as 1n 
l [TODA]. 
3 * ~ Z2<£l Z2<£l z2,v ,~,'11 (e:)l 
( ) J10 s ~ z ~ n10 80 (2) ---> n10(2) 2 '11*(1-L) 
Furthermore, as shown in [TODA], we have the relations 
J 7 : n7(so)( 2) ~ n~( 2 ) is surjective [16], and since J 8 
and J 9 are imbeddings onto a direct summand. [1], it follows that 
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Im J 8 = the subgroup generated by s V + e: E TTg( 2 ) 
Im Jg = the subgroup generated by v3 + ~*(e:) E TT~( 2 ). 
Then we get coker J( 2 ) 
rr~( 2 )/Im J( 2 ) ~ z2 , generated by [e:] ( = the coset of e:) 
s 
TT10~)/Im J( 2 ) ~ z2 , generated by [~*(~)] 
11* will also induce a map between the cokernels, and -
calling this also ~* - we have 
~* [e:J = [11*(e:)J I o 
Yl* c ~ J = c ~* c ~ ) J I o 
~* [ ~* ( E: ) J = 0 • 
Now consider the following commutative diagram: 
0 --> bP8(2) --> TT7 (PL/0(2)) --> 0 --> 0 
~11* 
0 -> bPg( 2 ) (PL/0( 2 )) 
~ s /Im J( 2 ) -> 0 -> TTg -> TT8(2) 
t ~* ~~* ~~* 
0 -> bP 10( 2)-> TTg (PL/0( 2)) 
R:l TT~( 2 ) /Im J( 2 ) -> ->0 
~~* t~* t11* 
0 -> bP11(2)-> rr10 (PL/oc 2 )) s -> 0 -> TT10(2)/Im J2 
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From this we see, using the results above, that we can choose the 
following as generators in n*(PL/0( 2))' * ~ 10 
n8 (PL/0( 2 ))' A generator [e] corresponding to 
[e] E TI~( 2 )/Im J( 2 ) 
n9(PL/0( 2))' ~*[e], an element which is mapped on [~] 
in n~(2)/Im J(2) -we call this element too 
[~] -, and a generator 13g for bP10 ( 2 ) ~ Z2 . 
n10(Pl/O ( 2 ) ) , ~* [~] . 
With these results, we are ready to start the program sketched 
in 4.3. 
4.5. A CW-approximation of PL/0( 2 )~ 
We start with the mapping ~ 7 : s7- PL/0( 2 ). (We will 
use the same name on a map and its homotopy class. Particularly, 
Sn _m > sn "11 f d w1 mean a map o egree m.) 
n7Cs 7) -> n 7(PL/0( 2 )) is surjective, and- since 
n 9Cs7) are generated by ~ and ~2 , and 
~ ~ 0 - ~ 7 * is the zero map on ng and TTg• 
Now we kill Ker [~7* : n7Cs 7) -> n7(PL/0( 2 ))] 
and taking an extension ~7 : s7/4 -> PL/0( 2 ) 
by forming 
of 
By Lemma A (which we from now on will not refer to each time we 
use it) we get exact sequence 
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showing that 117 (s7/4) ~ z4, and it is obvious that 
isomorphism on n7• 
Then we have the exact sequence 
is an 
and since n8(s7) ~ z2, generated by n , n8(s7/4) ~ z2, generated 
by s8 ~> s7 ~> s7/4. But, since 
n*Ls 7J = o, ; 7* : n8(s7/4) --> n8(PL/0( 2)) must be zero. 
n9(s7/4) we find in the exact sequence 
0 -> n 9(s7) -> n 9(s7/4) 
(1 
2 
n ' so we get 
8 
---> n 9 (s ) ---> 0 
c.Z. 
Thus n9(s7/4) must be a group of order 4 9 i.e. z4 or z 2 ~z2 • 
To determine which, we look at the diagram of Puppe 
sequences (n arbitrary~ 2) 
II ~2 \\ 
-> .• 
This induces in homotopy a diagram 
~ 0 
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with exact rows (by an argument similar to that for n = 7 above). 
Both the groups in the middle must be of order 4 and it is easy 
to see that this diagram can only exist with nn+ 2(sn/4) ~ z2 EB z2 • 
Hence n9 (s7/ 4 ) ~ z2 EB z2 - one summand generated by 
2 
s9 ~s7 L> s 7/4, the other generated by a map ~ : s9 -> s 7/4 
such that q 0 a ~ T"\ : s9 £> s7/4 .9.> s 8 • 
Now we want to calculate the induced homomorphism 
,...; 
n9 Cs7/4) s7* -> ng(PL/0( 2 )). 
First we ,...; 2 ,..., 2 2 see that ~ 7*[to'T"\ J = [!37 oto'T"\] = [~ 7 o'T"\) = 0. 
~7*[~] 
We have ss T"l> 
is determined by Lemma C. 
~ . 
s 7 4> s 7 _1> PL/0( 2 ) with 4T"\ ~ o and 4s 7 ""'o, 
and we have to calculate £~7 ,4,T1} c n9 (PL/0( 2 )). 
Recall that the element [~] E ng(PL/0( 2 ) was well-defined 
only mod bP10 • 
Lemma. We may choose [~] such that 
Proof. The indeterminacy is 
So we have to show that {~ 7 ,4,T1} contains an element which is 
mapped onto [~] E n~( 2 )/Im J( 2 ). 
Using the natural isomorphism nn+1 (X) ~ nn(OX), we get a 
commutative diagram, 
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The upper line is Hirsch-Mazur's exact sequence, and 
h :oBPL( 2 ) -> PL/0( 2 ) is the fibre of PL/0( 2 )-> B0( 2). In this 
diagram n8 (B0( 2)) ~ n8 (B0)( 2 )~ z( 2)' and n 8 (BPL( 2 )) ~ 
n8 (BPL)( 2 ) ~ Z( 2 ) ~ z4 (Brumfiel [4]),and therefore the z4-
summand must map isomorphically onto n7 (PL/0( 2)). Hence we can 
7 find a map b7 S -> OBPL( 2 ) such that h o b7 :: ~ 7 • 
Then h o [ b7 , 4 1 rl] c [ ~ 7 , 4, 11) • 
Furthermore, if p is the natural map OBPL( 2 )-> PBF( 2)' 
we have 
In the exact homotopy sequence of the weak fibration 
OBL( 2 ) -> OBF( 2 ) -> F/PL( 2 ) (Localization preserves weak fibra-
tions) we find the short exact part 
0 -> n8 (F/PL( 2 )) -> n7 ( OBPL ( 2 ) ) .E.!> n7 ( o.BF ( 2 ) ) ->0 
(J. 
s 
(}_ z< T'i7(2) 
27.. 
0 --> z(2) > z(2) tB z4 -> z16 > 0 
The z4-summand must map monomorphically into 216' such that 
with the identification n7 (rillF( 2)) = n~( 2 ) (which commutes with 
Toda brackets) pob ,..., (4a)a, where s is the generator, 7- a E n7 ( 2) 
and a = 1 or 3. But from [TODA] we know that 
[4a,4,11} 2 [8a,2,11} ~ iJ. , 
and hence also 
[po b7 ,4,11} ~ ~, considered as an element 
of n9(oBF( 2 )) ~ n~( 2 ). The indeterminacy here is 
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which does not contain ~. Therefore ~ E p o tb7 ,4,~}, and the 
Lemma follows from the diagram 
0 -> -> 0 
From this and Lemma C we now get 
,.., 
Corollary 1. We can choose the extension s7 
such that 
Corollary 2. With this choice (Corollary 1) 
n8(s7/4) is mapped to zero by ""' 137*' and we have to kill 
this croup. This is done by attaching eg by the map 
t 0 T\ . s8 ~> s7 ~> s7/4, which generates rr8 (s7/4). . 
So let X = s7/4 9 and let 0 X-> PL/0( 2 ) be U ~ e ' g . t 0 
an extension of is an isomorphism on 
n 8(X) = 0. 
To calculate ng(X), we use the exact sequence 
8 (to~)* 
rr9(s7/4) 
( tx )* 8 ( 1. 0 ~) * 
TI 8 ( s 7 I 4 ) -> •. Tig(S ) > > ng(X) -> n8(s ) > 
?1 2"L ~ ys ( qx . , 
Z'2 z2 z2 * 9 F::;j z (±) n9(s ) 
t q 
s9 (S7/4 __!> X__!> is the Puppe sequence). 
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Recalling the calculations above for n8 (s7/4) and n 9(s7/4), 
we see that we get an exact sequence 
where [a] is a generator in n 9Cs 7/4). Since n 9(s9 ) ~ Z , we 
get ng(X) ~ Z ® z2 . The z2-summand is generated by 
txoa:: s 9 g_> s7/4 ->X, and the Z-summand is generated by an 
element 13 such that the composition s 9 .a> X qx> s9 is of 
degree 2. 
Thus the z2-summand. is mapped onto ([~] c ng(PL/0( 2 )) by 
By Lemma C, g*([~]) E [s7 ,tan,2), so we must calculate this 
bracket. 
Lemma. 
Proof. Since n7 (PL/0( 2 )) = bP8 ( 2 ),S? lifts to 
(O F/PL) 2 ~ O(F/PL( 2)) (ch 3). 
But as Sullivan has shown, 
ex:' 
F/PL( 2 ):::; EX II (K(Z 2 , 4n) X K(Z 2 ,4n-2)) 
n=2 
where nk(E) = 0 for k > 5. Therefore s7 lifts to K(Z~),7), 
and we have the diagram 
Obviously i s7 on~ o, hence is defined, and equal to 0 
since ng(K(Z( 2 ),7)) = O. 
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Therefore 
proving the lemma. 
But then we also have 
o ~ [~ 7 ,~,21 = rs7 ot,~,2J c r~7 ,to~,2} , 
and by Lemma C we can choose g such that g*([s]) = 0. 
Now the Z-summand is mapped to zero, and we kill it by form-
ing x1 =XU~ e 10 and letting g 1 be an extension of g to x1• 
Then g 1* has the following properties: 
isomorphism on n8 
zero on 
imbedding onto a z2-summand on n 9 
surjective on n10 . 
Now let 8: s 8/2 ~ PL/0( 2 ) represent the generator in 
n8 (PL/o( 2 ))' and ~9 : s9/2- PL/0( 2 ) the generator in 
bP10 ( 2 ) c n9 (PL/0( 2 )) . 
Then n 9 (s8/2) ~ z2 , generated by t 0 ~: s9 ~ s 8 -> s8/2,and 
Thus, letting Y = x1 v s 8/2 v s9/2 and 
f = g 1 v €' v W9 :Y- PL/0( 2 )' we have 
f* is an isomorphism on ni , i ~ 9 
f* surjective on n 10 • 
(If z1 is m-connected and z2 n-connected, then 
ni(Z 1 vz2 ) ~ ni(Z1 ) r:E'! ni(Z 2 ), i <m+n). But, by 1 'lhitehead's 
theorem, the same is true in homology; that is 
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is an isomorphism for i ~ 9 , and an epimorphism for i = 10. 
Now Y is given with an explicit cell subdivision: 
and it is easy to find its homology. 
We get H7 (Y) = z4 , H8 (Y) ~ z2 , H9(Y) ~ z2 ~ z2 
otherwise. 
and H. (Y) = 0 
l 
Then we have the homology of PL/0 ( 2 ) • 
Theorem. 
If we let 
Hi(PL/0( 2 )) = 0 for i < 7 
H7 (PL/0( 2 )) = z4 
H8 (PL/0( 2 )) = z2 
H9(PL/0( 2 )) = z2 + z2 
H10 (PL/0( 2))= 0 • 
h. : iT· (X) ... H. (X) 
l l l 
be the Hurewicz homomorphism, 
we easily get the additional information. 
Theorem, h7 and h8 are isomorphisms. 
h9 maps one z2-summand isomorphic 
and the other two to zero. 
Passing to z2-cohomology, we get the following Steenrod 
algebra structure. (Recall that H*(PL/O,Z2 )~"~~H*(PL/0( 2 ),z2 )) 
Theorem. H7 (PL/O,Z2 ) ~ z2 , generator a. 
H8 (PL/O,Z2 ) ~ 2z2 , generator s 'd2 a. 
H9(PL/O,Z2 ) 3Z2 , generator 1 2 ~ y,Sq s,Sq a. 
H10 (PL/O,Z 2 )~ 2Z2 , generator 1 . 3 . Sq y,Sq a. • 
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(d2 is a second order Bockstein, defined on elements x with 
Sq1 x = 0). 
Proof: In this range we have an isomorphism of modules over the 
Steenrod algebra 
The additive structure is given by the following table 
k H (X1,z2 ) Hk(S8/2,Z 2) Hk(s9/2,Z 2) 
k = 7 z2 (ct) 0 0 
k = 8 z2 z2(s) 0 
k = 9 z2 z2 Z2(y) 
k = 10 z2 0 z2 
sq1a = 0 , since a lifts to z4-coefficients. Then the theorem 
follows since Sq1 detects a map of degree 2, d2 detects a map 
of degree 4, and Sq2 detects D. Note also the Adem relation 
3 1 2 Sq == Sq Sq • 
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Ch. 5. The first k-invariants of PL/0( 2 )~ 
As already noted, a lifts to z4-coefficients. 
Let a: PL/0( 2 ) .-. K(z 4 ,7) be a lifting. 
We start with 
Then q is 8-connected, and - assuming that F .-. PL/0( 2 ) ~> n 
is a fibration - we have 
with 
• • • 
Look at the Serre cohomology sequence for this fibration, 
z2-coefficients: 
H9(n) ~> H9(PL/0( 2 )) -> H9(F) 1> H10 (n) ~> H10 (PL/0( 2 )) ••• 
Hg(F;Z2 ) ~ Hom(H9(F;Z); z2 ) ~ Hom(Tig(F); z2 ) ~ 2Z2 , 
and we let I 1 and I 2 be two generators. (Corresponding to two 
linearly independent projections Tig(F) - z2 ) 
(t 7 is the fundamental class of K(Z4,7) etc.) and 
q* c7 = a , q* t 8 = s , q* tg = y • 
Hence 
and we may choose 
in H10 (n,2z2). 
The fibre of we call p1 E1 --> rr , and from general 
theory (f.ex. [36]), we know that q lifts to a map 
q1 : PL/0 ( 2 ) - E1 _ which is 9-connected.. 
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The fibre of q1 we call F1 , and then ~10 (F 1 ) ~ z2 and 
ni(F1 ) = 0 for i < 9. 
F1 --> PL/0( 2 ) 
t q1 
K(2Z 2 ,9) -> E1 k2 -> 
I p1 ~ 
rr -> 
k1 
K(Z 2 ,11) 
K(2Z 2 ,10) 
Just as for k 1 , we now find the next k-invariant 
11 k 2 E H (E1 , n 10 ( F 1 )) by computing the t ransgressian of the fund.a-
mental class (=generator) in H10 (F1 ,n10 (F1 )) in the fibration 
F 1 - PL/0( 2 ) - E1 • 
Again we look at the Serre sequence: 
q * q * 
H10(E) - 1-> n10 (PL/O ) -> n10(F) ..!_> H1\E) _l_>H 11 (PL 10 -1. 1 ( 2) 1 1 I' (2j 
(Z2-coefficients). 
Since q1 * o p 1 * = q*: n10 (fl) - n10 (PL/o( 2 )) is surjective, 
is also surjective. Hence T is injective, and k 2 I 0. 
Then it suffices to find an element I 0 in 
* 11 11 ker[q1 : H (E1 ) -> H (PL/0( 2 ) )] 
First of all we calculate n11 (E1 ). To this end we use the 
Serre sequence for the fibration E1 El> I1 ~> K(2Z 2 ,10) : 
k * 
H11 (K(2Z , 10)) - 1-> H11(rr) 2 ' 
where i 1 : K( z2 , 9) ..... E1 is the fibre of p 1 • 
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H10 (K(2Z2 ,10)) is generated by I and II such that t 10 t 10 , 
* I 2 k1 t10 = Sq d2t7 and * II k1 t 1Q 2 sq t 8 in H10(11) = 
' 
Then H12 (K(2Z2 ,10)) is generated by 2 ' Sq t1 0 and 2 II Sq t 10, 
and it is easy to see that we get an exact sequence 
n n 
H11 (n) H12 (K(2Z 2 ,10)) . 
Or, using the isomorphism Hi(K(2Z 21 10))R1Hi-1(K(2z2 ,g)), we get 
to the right 
-> 0 
-> 
-> 0 
where corresponds to and to 
Lemma. The composition 
Proof. 
4. 2 1 2 p1* 11 q1* 11 ( S S S S ) > H ( E 1 ) -> H ( PL/0 ) ~ t7' q q t8' q tg - (2) 
is injective. 
We must prove that Sq4a,Sq2Sq113 and 
independent elements of H11(PL/0( 2)), 
2 Sq y are linearly 
and we do this by 
constructing another space X and a map 
such that f*(sq4a) , f*(sq 2sq1a) and 
independent elements in H11 (x). 
f: X _, PL/0( 2 ) 
are 
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Then there is a diagram 
0 -> bP8(2) -> n7 ( PL/ 0 ( 2 ) ) -> 0 
~ v* t v* '\! ~ v* 
showing that s 7 ov~ O, where p? generates n7(PL/0( 2 )) • 
Let ~7 : s 7uve 11 ~ PL/0( 2 ) be an extension of s7 . 
In the same way we get an extension 
- 9 11 I 13 q : S U Tl e ~ PL 0 ( 2 ) of Sq : S 9 - PL/0 ( 2 ). 
Recall from 4.5 that we had a mapping e: s 8/2 .... PL/0( 2 ) 
which induced an isomorphism on n8 • As usual this mapping is not 
unique, but we will show: 
Sublemma: We can choose e: s8j2- PL/0( 2 ) such that the induced 
homomorphism on n10 is zero. 
Proof: From the Puppe sequence 
and Lemma A (4.3), we get an exact sequence 
TI10(s8 ) is generated by TJ2 , and since for all choices of e we 
have e*t*[TJ2] = e*[TJ2 ] = o, it suffices to show that we can 
choose e such that e([z]) = O, where [z] E n10 (S8/2) is 
such that the composition 
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Suppose now that we have chosen an ; with i*~] I 0 , i.e. 
€*[z] = 'll*[~-t] E rr 10 (PL/0( 2)). By Lemma B (4.3) we can replace 
with another extension [~-t]e ([~-t] E rr 9 ( PL/0 ( 2 ))), and we have 
Hence is zero on 
With this choice of €; we can find an extension 
8 11 
e: S /2 Uz e .... PL/0 ( 2 ) • 
Let now 7 11 9 11 X = ( S u\) e ) v ( s u 'lie ) v and 
f = ~7 v ]"9 v e : X_, PL/0( 2). 
Letting the generators in H7 (s7u\)e 11 ) , H8 (s8j2 Uze 11 ) 
and H9(s 9 u'll e 11 ) be a, b and c resp., we have 
Now Sq2 detects 'll and Sq4 
and Sq2c I o. 
To show that Sq2sq1b I o 
of Puppe sequences~ 
II ~ q 
In the diagram 
H9(s9u 'll e 11) 
t Sq 2 
* e (s) =b. 
detects \) , so we have Sq4a I 0 
' 
consider the following diagram 
II 
,.... 
q*> H9(s8/2 u e11) 
z 
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the horizontal maps are clearly isomorphisms, and the same is the 
left Sq2 . Then the right Sq2 is also an isomorphism. But the 
generator in H9(s8/2 Uz e11 ) ~ H9(s8/2) is Sq1b, hence 
Sq2Sq 1b I o. 
In the diagram 
have * - * * * * we p1 of = s7 
' 
p2 of = e and p3 of = S9* 
To show that Sq4a, Sq2sq1b and sq.2c are linearly inde-
pendent in H11(X), It then suffices to show that 
- * ( ) 8 7 11 ) - * ( ) 9( 7 11 ) s7 S EH (S Uv e 1 13 7 y E H S Uv e , 
S 9 * ( a) E H 7 ( S 9 U T) e 11 ) 1 i 9 * ( S) E H8 ( S 9 U TJ e 11 ) 
e * ( o:) E H 7 ( s 8 /2 uze 11 ), and e * ( y) E H9 ( s 8 /2 Uz e 11 ) 
are all zero. But all the groups except H9(s8/2 uze11 ) are zero, 
so the only thing we have to show, is that e*(y) = 0. 
Since H9(s8/2uze11 ) .... H9(s8j2) is an isomorphism and e 
is an extension of € : s8/2 - PL/0, it suffices to show that 
e*(y) = 0 in H9(s8/2). But this follows from the isomorphism 
the definition of y in 4.5. 
If we call the fibre of k2 E2 p2> E 1 
' 
q1 may be 
factored through p2 
PL/0( 2 ) 
q2 p2 
E q1 = P2 oq2 . -> E2 -> 0 1 
' 
:... 47 -
and we have proved~ 
Theorem~ We have the first two stages in a Postnikov resolution 
of PL/0( 2 ) 
PL/0( 2 ) 
t q2 
K(Z2 ,10) 
i2 
-> E2 
'l p2 
K(2Z 2 ,9) i1 E1 k2 K(Z2 ,11) -> -> 
In this range we have no odd torsion except 3-torsion and 
7-torsion in rr*(PL/0), and these are "generated" by the funda-
mental classes 
and 
Letting E0 = K(z3 ,1o) x K(~7 ,10) we then get the first stages 
of a Postnikov resolution of PL/0: 
q 
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PL/0 
PL/0( 2 ) X PL/0( 3 ) X PL/0(?) 
1 q2xg( 3 )xg(7) 
v 
~ p2xid I 
v 
K(2Z 2 ,9) i1 E X Eo 
pr1 
E1 
k2 
K(Z 2 ,11) -> --> -> 1 
I p2Xid 
v 
k 
II X Eo EL> II ___l> K ( 2z2 , 11 ) 
q is an 11-equivalence, and we get 
Corollary. If M is a manifold of dimension ~ 10 and with 
r(M) -J ¢, then 
In particular, if dim M ~ 8, then 
For example, we now easily get the following result for 
compact, connected ?-manifolds: 
Theorem, Let JYI be a compact, connected ?-manifold. 
Proof: 
If M is orientable, then r(M) ~ z28 . 
If M is nonorientable, then I'(Ivr) ~ z2 
In the first case, H7 (M,Z) ~ Z, and H6 (M,Z) is 
torsion-free. Then 
- 4.9 ...,. 
r(M) ~ H7 (M,z28 ) ~ Hom(z,z 28 ) e Ext(free, z28 ) ~ Z28 • 
In the second case, H7 (M,~) = 0 and H6(M,Z) has z2 
as torsion subgroup. 
Hence 
For projective spaces of dimension ~ 8, we have 
Theorem. r(RP 7 ) R:l 22s 
I'(RP8 ) ~ z2 (B z2 
I'(CP4 ) ~ z2 
r(QP2 ) R;j z2 • 
To illustrate calculations in higher dimensions, we now compute 
r(RP9). For any 9-manifold we have r(Mg) R;j [M9,E1], so we must 
calculate r(RP9) R;j [RP9,E1]. 
Consider the exact sequence 
---> 0 
! 
I 
i j 
II 
Since d2 is the Bockstein homomorphism of the exact 
sequence 0 ~ z2 ~ z8 - z4 - 0 , we can study d2 by studying 
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the homomorphism 
We need to calculate d2 : H6 (RP9,z 4 ) ~ H7(RP9,z2 ), and look at 
the diagram 
Since Ext Cz 2,z8 ) - Ext(z2 ,z4 ) is an isomorphism, it follows 
that d2 : H6 (RP 9 ,z4 ) ~ H7 (RP9,z4 ) is zero. 
It remains to calculate Sq2:H7 (RP9 ,z 2 ) - Hg(RP9 ,z2 ). 
H? (RPg, z2 ) is genera ted. by t?, where t E H 1 (RP9, z2 ), and for one-
dimensional classes we have [23] Sqi(tk) = (~)ti+k. Therefore 
1 
Sq2t7 = t9, and hence Sq2 : H7(RP9,z2 ) - H9(RP9,z 2 ) an isomor-
phism. 
Finally this gives us an exact sequence 
and 
f(RP 9) ~ z2 $ z2 ~ G , where G is a group of order 4. 
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Ch. 6. On H*(13SPL) and H*(BPLj. 
Remark. H*(BSPL,Z 2 ) and H*(BPL,Z 2 ) has been completely calcula-
ted by Madsen, May and Milgram [19]. The following may be 
regarded as an application of the results above, rather than an 
announcement of new results. 
Let F ~> E ~> B be a fibration, and consider the pullback 
diagram 
F = F 
E ~> B 
We have a diagram of long, exact cohomology sequences (arbitrary 
coefficients) 
0 •• -> -> ... 
' * ~p 
Suppose now that B is simply connected, Hi(F,Z) = 0 for 
i < a and Hi(B,E;Z) = 0 for i < b. Then an easy spectral 
sequence argument shows that Hi(B,E) - Hi(E,p*E) is an isomor-
phism for all i < a+b. Hence, for i < a+b-1 we may write the 
diagram above this way~ 
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(1 0 is the relative transgression [36]). 
The map Hi+1(B,E)- Hi+1(E) in this diagram is the com-
position of two maps in the cohomology sequence of the pair (B ,E) -
hence Also observing that "" poT, where T(x,y) (y,x) zero. 
-
p = = 
on p*E c E X E we may show that the map Hi(E) .... Hi(B,E) is 
essentially the composition of two maps in the cohomology sequence 
of the pair (E,p*E). 
and 
Consequently, this diagram splits in short exact sequences 
0 -> H1+1 (B,E) -> H1+1 (B) -> H1+1 (E) -> 0 1 
0 -> Hi(E) -> Hi(p*E) -> Hi+ 1(B,E) --> 0 j 
..) 
i < a+b-1 
These may again be combined to an exact sequence 
Suppose further that the fibration is principal. Then there 
exists a homotopy equivalence ~ : p *E .... Ex F 
diagram 
uch that the 
commutes. 
In this case we may write (*) in the following way 
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Consequently, there is a short exact sequence 
0 -> coker[pr*: Hi(E) -> Hi(Ex F)] -> Hi+ 1 (B) -> Hi+ 1 (E)-> O. 
With field coefficients, this sequence splits, and hence determines 
the additive structure of H*(B) from that on H*(E) and H*(F). 
Now we apply this to the principal fibration 
PL/0 - BSO - BSPL and z2-coefficients. 
From the Kunneth formula, we get 
* k-1 
coker[Hk(BSO) E._> Hk(BSO x PL/0)] ~ l: Hi(BSO) 0 Hk-i (PL/0), 
i=O 
so our results on H*(PL/0) give: 
Theorem. Hi (BSPL) Fi::j Hi(BSO) i ~ 7 
H 8 (BSPL) ~ H8 (BSO) rp z2 
H 9 (BSPL) ~ H9 (BSO) @ 2z2 
H10 (BSPL) ~ H10(BSO) (B 4Z2 
H11 (BSPL) ~H11 (BSO) G:'· 5Z 2 . 
To obtain H*(BPL) in the same range, we use a theorem of 
Browder, Liulevicius and Peterson [5] 
There exists a Hopfalgebra over the Steenrod algebra c* , 
and isomorphj_sms 
(i) H*(BPL) ~ H*(BO) e c* and 
(ii) H*(BSPL) ~ H*(BSO) 0 c* 
The theorem above and (ii) now give 
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Lemma: ci = 0 , 0 < i < 8 
' 
cB 
= z2 
c9 
= 2Z2 
c1 o = 3Z2 
c11 = 2Z 2 
Hence from the isomorphism (i) 
Corollary: Hi (BPL) ~Hi (BO), iS 7 
H 8 (BPL) ~ H 8 (BO) ~ Z2 
H 9 ( B PL ) R:; H g ( B 0 ) ~ 3 Z 2 
H10 (BPL) ~ H10 (BO) ffi 7Z 2 
H11 (BPL) ~ H11 (BO)@ 12Z2 • 
0 
z2 = 
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